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Measuring SDG8 with composite indicators
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1) Economic well-being: includes indicators related to economic performance and living

standards, such as: per-capita growth, financial services inequality, poverty.

2) Employment quality: includes indicators related to labour market output, such as 

employment and unemployment rate, labour productivity, income share. 

3) Labour Vulnerability: includes indicators related to labour market outcomes, such as fatal

injuries, the number of NEET, time-related unemployment rate and vulnerable employment.

Three specific sub-domains of SDG8
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Inequality analysis

In order to evaluate whether a convergence process is taking place in the levels of

the composite indices between the European least and best performers, the “Top5

– Bottom5” indicator was developed as the difference between the average of the

values of the AMPI index (both the SDG8 Index and sub-domains) recorded by

the 20% of the states with the worst performances and the average recorded by

the 20% of the states with the best performances.
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• To rewrite the Target 1 of the Social Pillar Action Plan, by integrating the

numerical target of employment by 2030 with targets related to decent jobs by

2030, in line with target 8.5 of Agenda 2030, and adopt a related set of indicators

to measure the Target (such as the framework illustrated in the previous chapter

B.). In addition, a quantitative target for reducing inequality among Member

States could be included using the Top 5- Bottom 5 index shown in chapter B in

order to accelerate the convergence process between the south and north of the

European Union, which still show particularly uneven trends and performance.

Final reccomandations
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• The EU must strengthen its policy instruments to ensure that the

above indications are followed by Member States, making the

achievement of quantitative targets mandatory for member states,

as well as the set up of a monitoring system for policies

implemented at country level that is capable to assess the impact

of public policies on the achievement of these targets.

• Territorialisation of quantitative targets by defining a different

threshold for each Member State and internal region where

appropriate.

Final reccomandations
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Thank you for your attention

federico.olivieri@asvis.net
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